Concomitant boost of stratified target area with gamma knife radiosurgery: a treatment planning study.
Conventional Gamma Knife Stereotactic Radiosurgery (GKSRS) has been focused on delivering a single peripheral dose to the gross target volume based on the anatomic information derived from the magnetic resonance or computed tomography (CT) studies. In this study, we developed a treatment planning approach that allows a boost dose to be delivered concomitantly to the desired subtarget area while maintaining the peripheral isodose coverage of the target volume. The subtarget area is defined as the high-risk or the tumor burden areas based on the functional imaging information such as the magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) studies or the physician's clinical diagnosis. Treatment plan comparisons were carried out between the concomitant boost plans and the conventional treatment plans using dose volume histogram (DVH), tissue volume ratio (TVR), and the maximum dose to the peripheral dose ratio (MD/PD) analysis. Using the concomitant boost approach, more conformal and higher dose was delivered to the desired subtarget area while maintaining the peripheral isodose coverage of the gross target volume (GTV). Additionally, the dose to the normal brain tissue was found to be equivalent between the concomitant boost plans and the conventional plans. As a result, we conclude that concomitant boost of a stratified target area is feasible for GKSRS.